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ABsrRAcr

The infrared (4000-33 cm-r) and laser-Raman spectra are obtained for the mineralogical

lead apatites: pyromorphite Pbro(POr)oCiz, mimetite Pbro(Asor)oClz, and vanadinite

Pbro(VOr)rCIz. The lack of Raman spectra has previously led to incorrect interpretation of

the spectral data. The z2 bending modes of XOas- groups are assigned to high frequenry,

low intensity bands in the infrared spectra. For example, tbe y:-mode lor the phosphate

ion in pyromorphite occurs at 436 cm-r. Also, simple site group theory is now shown to be

inadequate for explaining the vibrationai spectra of lead apatites. Factor group analysis

based on unit-cell s),mmetry considerations must be introduced to interpret the vibra-

tional spectra. Finally zr-ys frequency inversion in Raman spectra is noted for both mime-

tite and vanadinite.

INrnooucrroN

Early investigations of the vibrational spectra of lead apatites (Adler,

1964, 1968) have been limited to the middle infrared spectra (4000-300

cm-2). Recent stud.ies o{ the laser Raman spectra and infrared spectra

including the far infrared region for the calcium apatites have shown that

analysis of only middle infrared spectra can lead to incorrect interpreta-

tion of the spectral data (Kravitz et. aI., 1968; Levitt and condrateo

1969). In this investigation, we have obtained the infrared spectra

(4000-33 cm-l) and the laser Raman spectra of pyromorphite

[Pbro(POa)oCI2], mimetite [Pb(AsOa)oCh] and vanadinite [Pbro(VOo)oCbJ.
Analysis of this data has lead to the assignment of the zz bending modes

of the Xo4r-groups. AIso, previous band assignments and spectral inter-

pretations based on site-group analysis are now shown to be invalid.

Intermolecular coupling interactions occur in the crystalline lattice and

factor-group analyses are necessary to account for the vibrational spectra

observed.

ExpnnmnNra.r-

Material,s. Geological py'romorpbite from Ems, Germany,s mimetite from Tsumeb, South-

I Presented in part at the 23rd Symposium on Molecular Structure and Spectroscopy,

Columbus, Ohio, September, 1968, and at the 10th European Congress on Molecular

Spectroscopy, Univeisity of Liege, Belgium, September, 1969. Submitted by S'R'L' to the

Faculty of the College of Ceramics at Alfred University in partial fulfillment of the require-

ments for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
2 Present address: Ferro corporation, Technicai center, 4150 East 56th Street, cleve-

Iand, Ohio tt4105.
3 U. S. National Museum. Cat. No. 104t07.
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west Africal and vanadinite from San Carlos, lVlexico2 were used in the present investiga-
tion. Wet chemical and emission spectrographic analvses confirm the identity of the major
constituents and demonstrate the presence of several impurity elements of low concentra-
tion, as expected for geologically formed solids. X,rav difiraction patterns were characteris-
tic for the three apatites and indicated a high degree of crystallinity.

Midd.Ie-Infrared. Speelra.'fhe alkali halide disk technirlue was employed, using approxi-
mately 2 mg of apatite powder in 300 mg of powdered spectroscopic-grade KBr (Harsharv

Co.) which had been dried at 110oC and allowed to cool in a vacuum desicator to avoid
absorption of moisture. 'fhe 

middle-infrared spectra (4000-400 cm-1) were obtained with a
Perkin-Elmer Model 621 double-beam spectrophotometer which was purged free of lvater
vapor and carbon dioxide by a Perkin-Elmer air dryer purging device. The absorption
bands of water vapor, carbon dioxide and polystyrene film were used to calibrate the spec-
tra in this region. The wave-number accuracy of all sharp bands rvas *2 cm-l. Spectra of
Nujol mulls demonstrated no significant difierences l'ith respect to those obtained using
KBr pellets.

Far-InJraretl Spectra. The far-infrared spectra (800-33 cm-1) were obtained with Nujo1
mulls on polyethylene film using a Beckman IR-11 double beam grating spectrophotome-
ter Calibration was carried out using the absorption bands of ammonia gas and poly-
ethylene film. The wave number accuracy of all sharp bands was t2 cm-r. The spectro-
photometer was purged with dry air to eliminate nroisture. Heavy vertical lines on the
spectra indicate regions of difiering wave-number scale.

Raman S pectra. Apatite powder was placed in a special Cary sample holder which allowed
1800 scattering to be observed. The spectra lvere obtained using a Cary 81 Raman spec-
trophotometer with a He-Ne gas laser source The Stokes spectra were recorded as fre-
quency shifts from the fi28 A fine at room temperature and plotted as wave-number
(cm-r) vs. intensity Calibration was carried out using the spectral bands of CCL and
CeHs. Wave-number accuracy was t 2 cm-r for all sharp bands.

RBsurrs AND DrscussroN

Site-Group and Factor-Group Models for Lead Apat,ites. The space-group
of pyromorphite, mimetite and vanadinite is C2ffi-P6sf m and there are
six XO+3- ions per unit cell (Hendricks et al., !932; Trotter and Barnes,
1958). The possible site symmetries for this space-group are given as

3C sn(2) ,  C r r (2) ,  2C s(4) ,  Ct(6) ,  C,(6)

where the point-group is preceded by the number of sets of this kind of
site, and is followed in parenthesis by the number of equivalent sites per
set. The only set of sites which is completely occupied by six molecules
and at the same time is a sub-group of the moiecular point-group ?6 is a
set of Cu sites. Table 1 illustrates the correlation of the XO+3- funda-
mentals of the free-ion model (Za-symmetry) and the site-group model
(C"-symmetry) for pyromorphite, mimetite and vanadinite. For the

1 SUNY, College of Ceramics at Alfred Universitl,, Alfred, New York
2 Ward's Naturai Science Establishment. Rochester. New York.
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Iatter model, all degeneracies are removed, and nine bands should appear
coincidently in both the infrared and Raman spectra.

One important fact is neglected by using the site-group method for the
interpretation of the vibrational spectra of solids. Strong coupling of
vibrational modes of similar molecular groups in a unit cell can occur and
alter their vibrational spectra. Similarly to the calcium apatities, the six
XOE3- ions in the unit cell of the lead apatite lattices should interact and
couple their vibrational modes. These interactions can be taken into

consideration by factor-group analysis using the method proposed by

Winston and Halford (1949). The factor-group isomorphous with the
space-group C2arP6zf m is Cor'. Factor-group analysis predicts that the

nine internal modes split-up into fifty-four crystal modes. From Table 1,
we expect nine bands active in the infrared spectra and fifteen bands
active in the Raman spectra if there are strong coupling interactions be-
tween the XOr3- ions in the unit cell. Another important result is that

none of the frequencies of the vibrational bands in infrared spectra should
coincide with those in the Raman spectra and vice versal except for

accidental coincidence which may arise when the splitting between
factor-group bands is small.

Interpretati,on oJ the Infrared antl Laser-Raman Spectro of Pyromorphite.
The middle-and-far-infrared spectra of pyromorphite, mimetite and
vanadinite are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. The fre-
quencies and qualitative intensities are tabulated in Table 2. Anticipat-

ing that factor-group effects exist f or these compounds similar to those of
the calcium apatites, the band assignments will be discussed accordingly'
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The middle-infrared spectrum of pyromorphite appears quite similar
to that of the calcium apatites. The band assignments of the funda-
mentals are given in Table 3. In contrast to earlier investigations, the low
intensity band at about 436 cm-1 is associated with uz. The uz mode for
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wA/E N-I\iER (ctn{)

Frc. 2. The far infrared transmission spectra of pyromorphite, mimetite and

vanadinite using the Nujol mull technique.

Tner.t 2.INrnenrn Bexns (clr1) AND QuArrrATrvE INTENSTTTES
Ion Prnouonpnrrn. MrlmrrrE AND VANADTNTTE

r{

!,{
z
F

z

Pyromorphite Mimetite Vanadinite

1031 (vs)
999 (vs sh)
967 (vs)
927 (s sh)
575 (vs sh)
5tl3 (vs sh)
436 (vw)
245 (s)
171 (s b)
1a8 (s b)

999 (w)
980 (w)
952 (w)
916 (vw)
814 (vs)
804 (vs)
782 (vs)
560 (vw)
J4J (vw sn]

535 (vw)
419 (vs)
385 (vs)
319 (m b)
2r7 (w b)
134 (s b)

998 (vw)
980 (vw)
952 (vw)
830 (vs sh)
801 (vs)
/ J /  ( v s l

558 (vw)
536 (vw)
419 (m)
383 (m sh)
374 (m)
319 (m)
222 (m)
150 (s b)
132 (s b)

vs-very strong, s-strong, m-medium, w-weak, vw-very weak, sh-sharp, b-broad,
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Teur,n 3. BeNn Assrcxm'N:rs (cr1) loR THE llOa3- Gnoup rN PYRoMoR?HlrE
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v 2

Y 3

v 7

the fluorapatite appears in the same region of the spectra (Levitt and
Condrate, 1969). This band appears to be split into two components but
the spectrum is poorly resolved. This splitting is expected for the orig-
inally doubly-degenerate /2 mode. Also, its low intensity is expected for a
band which has become active due to distortion of PO+3- from ?6 sym-
metry. The remaining far-infrared spectrum is poorly defined, the two
predominant features being a strong band at 245 cm-r and a very broad
region of absorption extending from about 200 to 90 cm-1. The details in
this latter region are almost entirely obscured and lattice modes are
probably the cause. It is interesting to note that a predominant absorp-
tion band occurring at about 100 cm-1 for fluor and hydroxyapatite is
absent for the lead apatites as for chlorapatite. This band may therefore
be attributed to motions involving the OH- and F- sublattices while the
Cl- sublattice does not give rise to such a band, or if i t does it is of sub-
stantially lower intensity and therefore hidden. The masses of F- and
OH- are about the same while that for CI-- is approximately double and
therefore the corresponding lattice mode involving CI- atoms might be
expected to occur at much lower frequencies. A search for such a band
down to 33 cm-1 did not reveal its presence.

The Raman spectrum for pyromorphite is given in Figure 3 and the
fundamentals are tabulated in Table 3. There is a strong resemblance to
the Raman spectrum of f luorapatite. The observation of the two bands at
413 and 394 cm.1 in the Raman spectra is consistent with our band
assignment of the zz-bending mode in the infrared spectra. Factor-group
splitting effects are certainly present as is evidenced by the lack of fre-
quency agreement in the infrared and Raman bands. However, fewer
bands appear in this spectrum than predicted by factor-group analysis or
found for fluorapatite. The smaller number of bands in pyromorphite
suggests that splitting effects are weaker in pyromorphite than in

920
4t3
394

1014
980
947
577
552
541
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Irrc. 3. The laser-Raman spectra of pyromorphite.

f luorapatite. This is reasonable since the larger Pb atoms tend to shield
the PO+3--ions more effectively from one another than the Ca atoms. In
addition, the unit cell of pyromorphite is expanded relative to that of
fluorapatite as can be seen by the larger lattice constants; a:9364 A
and c:6.379 A for  f luorapat i te  whi le  a--9.95 A and c:7.31A for  pyto-
morphite. Therefore, the phosphate ions in pyromorphite are physically
more separated than in fluorapatite, and the force field interactions be-
tween the phosphate ions will be smaller producing smaller factor group
splitting effects.

Some closely split bands were resolved by obtaining the polarized
laser-Raman spectra of an oriented single-crystal of pyromorphite. A
band of about 987 cm-1 is observed and attributed to zs. Thus, four out of
the predicted fi.ve bands for z3 are observed. The band at 577 cm-l is
split into two bands at 57 6 and 584 cm-l whereas the band at 541 cm-l is
split into two bands at 536 and 544 cm-l. It, therefore, appears as though
all fi.ve factor-group bands for /a are present. In addition, the wide band
at 413 cm-l is resolved into two bands, one at 413 cm-1 and one at 423
cm-l, revealing all three factor-group bands predicted for the zz mode.

Pbro(PO4)6 Cl2
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our assignment of the low-intensitr, 'ba'd at 436 cm-l in the infrared to
z2 is further reinforced by a consideration of factor-group effects. rf the
band of next lowest frequency at 24s cm-r were assigned as /2, factor-
group splitting of greater than 150 cm-r would result. This would again
be difficult to accept since splitting effects in the remaining fundamental
modes are of the order of 2-40 cm-l. consistent with our band assign-
ment, the z2 has been assigned to 420 cm-r for free pO E3--ions in solution
(Steger and Herzog, 1964). Furthermore, the z,z-mode for several rare-
earth phosphates is found between 460 and 493 cm-r and above 400 cm-l
for CaHPO+ and CaHPO E.2HzO (Soptrajanov and petrov, !967;petrov
et al., 1967).

Interpretation of Infrared and Laser-Raman Spectra oJ Mimetite. The
middle and far infrared spectra of mimetite, Figure 1 and Figure 2 are
similar in structure to that of pyromorphite. The band assignments of
the fundamental modes are tabulated in Table 4. These assignments are
made with the assumption that the weaker /l-mode is hidden by tne z3-
mode as was noted for NasAsoa-solutions (siebert, 1954). The remaining
far-infrared spectra is poorly defined, the t.lvo prominent features being a
band at 217 cm-r and a very broad region of absorption centered about
134 cm-1. Similarly to pyromorphite and in contrast to fluorapatite, no
absorption band is found at or below 100 cm-1. There are severar low-
intensity bands present which are ascribed to the presence of phosphate
impurity in the lattice. Both chemical and spectrographic analyses reveal
the presence of a small amount of phosphorous in this mimetite solid.
The assignment and interpretation of these bands are consistent with
those modes recently assigned by Alder (1968).

The Raman spectrum of mimetite is shown in Figure 4 with the band
assignments of fundamentals collected in Table 4. The very strong band

813
342

813
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Frc 4' The laser-Raman spectra of mimetite'

at 809 cm-r is attributed to the zy mode and the corresponding infrared

band would be expected to occur close to this frequency. Thus the as-

sumption of z1 being hidden by z3 in the infrared seems reasonable. Ori-

ented single-crystal results show the band at 809 cm-1 to shift by a few

wave numbers for different orientations indicating that there may be

another unresolved band at this location. This unresolved band is as-

sumed to be one of the factor-group components of 23, but it is possible

that it might be the second component of z1 predicted by factor-group
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analysis. Two bands at 7 86 and 7 66 cm-l are associated with factor-group
bands due to z3 and there is now a convergence of zr and z3 locations.
Similarly, vz and /a components have converged on one another making
their assignments difficult without further experimental determinations.
Ilowever, on the basis of similarity of location and intensity with respect
to pyromorphite and fluorapatite, the three bands at 423, 412 and 371
cm-r are assigned as factor-group components of yn and the two bands at
341 and 314 cm-l to factor-group components of zz. The lack of frequency
agreement between the infrared and Raman bands again indicates
factor-group effects are occurring. Again fewer bands are observed than
expected indicating smaller coupling effects for this lead apatite than for
the calcium apatites. No additional resolution was achieved with oriented
single-crystals. The unit cell of mimetite is slightly expanded relative to
pyromorphite, and thus smaller splitting effects might be expected to
occur in the mimetite lattice. The proximity of the major bands in the
infrared and Raman lend confidence to their assignment as components
of fundamentals. The assignment of the 319 cm-l infrared band to v2 is
again suggested by a consideration of factor-group efiects. If the band of
next lowest frequency at 217 cm-1 were assigned as /2, factor-group
splittings of greater than 100 cm-l would result. The splittings in the
remaining fundamentals are of the order of 0-30 cm-l and thus the
higher-frequency band at 319 cm-1 seems most reasonable for a vz de-
signation. It is also of interest to note that phosphate impurity bands do
not appear in the Raman spectrum. This is reasonable since the Raman
effect is rather weak and species of such Iow concentration would not be
expected to appear. Of further interest is the fact that the z1 Raman band
occurs at a higher frequency than the components of za. This effect is
unexpected from previous infrared results on mimetite and may be
closely related to a similar efiect reported for VO+3- ions in solution.
Recently, Krebs and Miiller (1967) have carried out a normal coordinate
analysis on the spectra of VO+3- in solution, using a UBF-field, and noted
that the large magnitude of the O . . . O nonbonded force constant of the
VOq3- ion caused z1 to be larger than 23. A thorough normal coordinate
analysis and associated potential-energl' distribution analysis could
indicate whether this is the mechanism that influences the vtf va-ratio for
mimetite.

Interpretation oJ InJrared and Laser-Raman Spectra oJ Vanad'inite. The
middle-and far-infrared spectra of vanadinite are shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2. The band assignments are tabulated in Table 5. Their overall
appearance is similar to that of mimetite and pyromorphite. As in
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hidden
319

830
801

419
383
374

825
32r
287

hidden
793
722
4lr
362
352

mimetite, a lower intensity sharp band characteristic of /1 is not observed

and is assumed to be hidden by the more intense z3 bands. It is possible,

however, that one of the bands attributed to z3 is in fact zr. The main

features in the remaining far-inf rared spectra are a band at 222 cm-r and

two very broad regions of absorption centered about 150 and 132 cm-1.

Again as for pyromorphite and mimetite, evidence of a predominant

absorption band at or below 100 cm-1 is not found.
There is evidence of some phosphorous present in the vanadinite lattice

as in mimetite. The low intensity bands at 998, 980 and 952 cm-l are

assigned as components of the phosphate z3 stretching mode while those

at 558 and 536 cm-l are assigned as components of the z+ bending mode.

No apparent changes in the VO+a- band locations are seen when PO,r3-

substitutes in the lattice in varying amounts in several solids studied. A

small low-intensity band at 916 cm-l seen in other vanadinite specimens

containing a higher concentration of phosphate impurity is attributed to

z1' These phosphate bands occur at essentiall l '  the same location in both

vanadinite and mimetite. They are all at a lower frequency than the

corresponding bands in pyromorphite indicating expansion of the P to O

distances when PO,rs occurs on VO+3- sites. This is reasonable, since the

vanadinite unit celi is expanded relative to that of pyromorphite. If it is

assumed that the f requency lowering of the phosphate bands is a measure

of the expansion of the PO+3- group, then the PO+3- groups in mimetite

and vanadinite are about the same size. The presence of z1 and the several

bands attributed to z3 and va indicates that the PO+3- groups replacing

VOn3- groups in the vanadinite solid are distorted from tetrahedral

symmetry. It should also be noted that no evidence of a band at 871 cm-l,

previously assigned as r/1, is observed. This assignment was rnade on the

Y l

v 2

827
340

Y B

340
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Frc. 5. The laser-Raman sDectra of vanadinite.

basis of the Raman spectrum of NasVOa (Siebert, 1954) where vr at 870
cm-l occurs at a higher frequency than z3 at 825 cm-l. Recently, Griffith
and Wickins (1966) have shown that the above Raman results pertain to
solutions containing several other species in addition to VO+r and that zr
is actually found at 827 cm{ . The basis for the previous assignment of z1
in vanadinite is in error and makes such an assignment more speculative.

The Raman spectrum of vanadinite is shown in Figure 5 and the funda-
mental assignments are collected in Table 5. The very strong band at 825
cm-l is assigned aS z1 &nd the corresponding infrared band should occur at
about this location. This supports the assumption of zr hidden by z3 in the
infrared, and further, suggests that the previous assignment of vr at 871

v2
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cm-l is incorrect. Oriented single-cn'stal results show the band at 825
cm-r to shif t slightl), f or different orientations indicating the presence of a
second unresolved band. As in mimetite, this hidden band is assumed to
be one of the factor-group components of ya but it is possible that it is the
second component of z1 predicted by a factor-group analysis. Two bands
at 793 and 722 cm-l are assigned as factor-group components of 23. The
convergence of zz and 24, as in mimetite, is parallel to the situation found
for VOqs- shown in Table 5. Again on the basis of similarity of location
with respect to pyromorphite and fluorapatite the bands at 411,362 and
352 cm-r are assigned as factor-group components of za and bands at 321
and 287 cm-l to factor-group components of zz. The presence of factor-
group splitt ing effects is substantiated by the lack of frequency coin-
cidence of infrared and Raman bands. The presence of fewer bands than
predicted for the Raman spectra again implies coupling effects of lower
degree than in the calcium apatites. Single-crystal results confirm the
presence of a band at 362 cm-l appearing as a shoulder in the powder
Raman spectra but no other spectral details appear. Again, the assign-
ment of the 319 cm-l infrared band to z2 is suggested by factor-group
splitt ing arguments similar to those of pyromorphite and mimetite. The
/1-lB frequency inversion exists as shown in the Raman spectrum for
vanadinite. The present Raman spectra is the first real evidence for this
inversion in vanadinite since previous assignments were made on the basis
of infrared data which was incorrectly interpreted. The previous re-
porting of the z1-23 inversion is thus completely fortuitous. It was earlier
noted that this inversion is found also in the Raman spectrum of VO+3- in
solution and was theoretically interpreted by Krebs and Miil ler (1967). A
similar normal coordinate analysis treatment is necessary to fully under-
stand the forces acting upon the VOrs- ion in the vanadinite lattice.
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